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Able was I ere I saw Elba
who could give us a lift to our destination.

ROCK’N’ROLL

I mentioned the 1958 Bal Ami jukebox and here’s
the story behind that. In the 70’s we used to go
regularly every Sunday to a pub in Rochdale where
this particular model was in the parlour, well
stocked with 50’s classics, provided by the landlord
who was a Rock’n’Roll fan.

THERE’S NOWT SO QUEER AS FOLK!

By Neil Foster (Part Two)
I am not relating these reminiscences in strict
chronological order so will jump back in time to the
day I first visited the “Bird I’Th’Hand” pub and was
disconcerted to see it was apparently full of
skinheads – the room was full of shaven-headed
drinkers sitting in front of pint bottles of cider.
Crates of the stuff were piled in one corner. The
Manager reassured me that they were not
skinheads but they had shaved their heads
because they had lost a bet. He never explained
what the bet was!
One day his mundane existence was enlivened by
the arrival from Ireland of a wedding party of about
a dozen Irish tinkers. They were banging on his
door for drink at 10 a.m. and they drank all day till
closing time and it was treble rums and whiskies all
round. In three days, the licensee took £600 over
the bar – more than he normally took in a month!
But by then, he was a physical wreck.

The 1958 Bal Ami Jukebox with friends.
Left to right: Rocky, Neil, Big Al, Margaret, Mel

Eventually, the time came when he was about to
move to a different pub and I offered to buy the
jukebox from him. We negotiated a fee of £350,
which I thought was a fair price, although there
were some repairs necessary.

Tony, my business partner, was a mechanic by
trade and he kept coming up with all sorts of old
bangers which died the death: an old van without a
working heater, a huge black limousine which was
designed for a chauffeur (Tony was too big to fit
comfortably into the driver’s seat), a Humber Snipe
which blew up on the motorway (more about that
later) and a Ford Transit Diesel, which was the only
decent vehicle we ever had.

I contacted a specialist jukebox-servicing firm and
their man was flabbergasted when I told him the
price I had agreed. “We sell these, reconditioned,
for £75 a time,” he explained. Naturally, I wasn’t
very pleased and relayed this information to the
pub landlord, who pointed out that I had agreed the
price.

About the Snipe. We were on our way to a
Rock’n’Roll show and called in to a service station
for petrol. Tony came running out of the office,
shouting, “Quick! Quick! Let’s get out of here!” As
he roared off the forecourt he explained that the
assistant had misread the amount owing as “£1.50”
instead of “£11.50.” He thought it was a great joke
but I wasn’t laughing as I have noticed in my life
that whenever I am involved in some dishonesty, I
get my come-uppance.

However, I think he must have felt a twinge of guilt
as, to cut a long story short, he agreed to accept
part of the price in Rock’n’Roll records (reissues)
but when I sent him lists to choose from, he never
replied!
That jukebox, after standing in the Wigan pub, was
eventually raffled as part of a large Rock’n’Roll
show we put on at Wigan Casino, featuring Crazy
Cavan and Matchbox. We obviously could not drag
the jukebox around to show potential winners so I
used a press photo taken in my Prescot home.
The photo was torn and crumpled but as a

So it proved. An hour later there was a bang from
the engine and thick, black smoke billowed from
the back of the car. We had to limp into the next
services, where Tony met a coach-driver he knew
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professional photographer took it, the quality was
very good. Would you believe that we had people
wanting to buy the photo? They thought we must
be famous people as it was obviously a press
photo!

As so few of my personal favourite films even
appeared in the Top 100 recently, I thought I'd
make up a rough chart of my Top 10:
The War Game

by
Peter
Watkins
(commissioned
then
banned by BBC)
Rocky Horror Picture Show
Secrets And Lies
(and other films directed by
Mike Leigh)
Sailor Beware!
(with the late greats Peggy
Mount and Esme Cannon)
Sextet
and all other Mae West
films)
La Cage Aux Folles
(the original was by far the
best)
Entertaining Mr Sloane (with the late great Beryl
Reid)
Oh Mr Porter!
(and other Will Hay,
Graham Moffat, Moore
Marriott films)
All Woody Allen films in which he himself appears
Great Balls of Fire
(it had to be in there,
despite its shortcomings)

Later, I bought a second jukebox and this one had
“Stereophonic” on the front, even though it wasn’t!
Owning these two music-makers was educational
as I learned that the quality of the workmanship in
them was so high that today it would cost £2,000 to
duplicate; also, everything was heavy-duty, as you
would imagine, with the severe use they received.
The stylus, for example, was far better and tougher
than the normal ones used. Jukeboxes, also, so I
am told, produce almost perfect bass notes, as
they are so strongly and massively built. The snag
with owning a vintage jukebox is that, unless you
can do your own repairs/maintenance (which I
cannot) calling an engineer out can be expensive in
the long run.
As I mentioned with the Selmer Mk Vl tenor sax, I
wish I had never sold either of these jukeboxes, as
today they are worth several thousand pounds!
The Japanese, in particular, have a craze for such
vintage machines and are prepared to pay a lot for
a good example.

and Top 10 Corn!
Corniest records (not my most hated, as these are
so bad I love 'em all):

Over the years I have seen some interesting stage
musicals on the theme of 1950’s Rock’n’Roll and
one of the best was “Yakity Yak”, celebrating the
music of Leiber and Stoller. The production I saw
was at a small theatre in the Mile End Road and
the stars were the McGann brothers, now familiar
faces on TV but then almost unknown.

Please Paint A Rose On The Garden Wall
Slim Whitman
I Gave My Wedding Dress Away
Kitty Wells
The Drunkard's Son
Hank Snow
(and loads of other Hank Snow tragedy songs)
The Leaves Mustn't Fall
Moon Mullican
Mother of a Honky Tonk Girl
Jim Reeves and Carol Johnson
Okie From Muskogee/The Fightin' Side of Me
Merle Haggard
Star Spangled Heaven
Conway Twitty
The Party/Jeannie's Afraid Of The Dark
Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner
Little Sister Throw Your Red Shoes Away
(and similar Vernon Oxford songs)
Too Many Parties And Too Many Pals
(and many other Hank Williams tragedy songs)

The show was well acted and the vocals and
musical backing superb. I was in the front row on
the first night, along with Sunglasses Ron and in
the audience were Leiber and Stoller themselves,
who immediately recognized him (well, who else
could it be?).
My attempt at a compliment to them (“I still vividly
remember hearing on radio your ‘Black Denim
Trousers and Motorcycle Boots’ by the Cheers”)
produced the put-down, “That was a long time
ago!” That wasn’t the point of my remark, you
jerks!
Although I do recall at least one hostile review
(complaining that the show’s concept of 1950’s
America was “juvenile”) “Yakity Yak” was a great
success and soon moved to the Astoria Theatre in
Tottenham Court Road.
(To be continued)

☺

☺

☺

Tony Papard

☺

☺

Happy’s Top 10 Films!
Films!
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☺

☺

☺

So what we got was competent and driving
versions of ‘Race With The Devil’, ‘Jumps, Giggles
And Shouts’, ‘Who Slapped John’, ‘Cruisin’, ‘Jump
Back, Honey, Jump Back’, ‘Pink Thunderbird’,
slowing the pace for ‘Wedding Bells’. Frantic
versions of ‘B-I-Bickey-Bi-Bo-Bo-Go’ and ‘Hold Me,
Hug Me, Rock Me’.
Naturally it goes
without saying that
we got ‘Blue Jean
Bop’ and of course
Vincent’s
biggest
ever record ‘BeBop-A-Lula’.
Full
marks to a guy
called Ken Hancock who was responsible for
putting the whole venture together.

Keith Woods and Jack Neal say,

“Hold The Third
Page”







Earl Gaines
Al Garner
100 Club, Oxford Street
Sunday 30th September 2001

Jack Neal
Tennessee Club, Oakwood
Friday 31st August 2001
It was with much trepidation indeed that I took the
trip over to deepest Oakwood (despite being a near
life-long Vincent freak), to hear the stand-up bass
player from the first generation Blue Caps, Jumping
Jack Neal, play a one-off gig over here in the UK,
reportedly not having picked up the bass in thirty
years. I tend to think it was more likely to be forty –
a tenuous link no doubt you would agree.

Blues gigs in the UK (and I must add, in decent
venues) are, of late, getting somewhat thin on the
ground. Once news hit that two blues legends of
the Excello label were booked to appear at the 100
Club it certainly caused a buzz of excitement.
With major stars as diverse as Janet Jackson and
Willie Nelson cancelling shows in the UK because
of the September 11th experience, Earl Gaines and
Al Garner, like the old Rock'n'Rollers who turned up
for their shows at Hemsby, are old troopers – ain’t
nothing gonna stop these guys from strutting their
stuff (bearing in mind this was just 19 days after the
disaster). Their loyalty was rewarded by a good
turnout with a good number of familiar faces
travelling many a mile to see them.

Gene Vincent dead for thirty years, Cliff Gallup and
Willie Williams both gone, and more recently the
sad news of the death of Paul Peek from the
second generation Blue Caps - I decided this was a
piece of Rock'n'Roll history I should not miss.
An outfit assembled specially for the occasion –
Harvey Hinsley on lead guitar, Rob Tyler on drums,
Jack himself on bass and Graham Fenton singing
the vocals who, of course, held it together in
exemplary fashion. Jack concentrated hard and did
it just about right. Jack played on around 36 or so
Vincent tracks, taking in Vincent’s first two albums
(“Blue Jean Bop” 1956 and “Gene Vincent And The
Blue Caps” of the following year), keeping very
much to what he knew.

Earl Gaines

Al Garner

Backed up by a so-so collection of Brit pick-up
musicians, the Excello stars did two sets apiece. Al
Garner performed a number of familiar tunes during
the course of his sets which included ‘Every Day I
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Swing Club’ eventually evolved into ‘Hoot & Holler’,
which ran for almost fifty years until 1998.

Have The Blues’, ‘Things I Used To Do’ and ‘Rock
Me Baby’ as well as his own ‘Stop My Drinkin’ and
‘Leaving Tennessee’. But it was his versions of
‘Please Send Me Someone To Love’ and
‘Reconsider Baby’ that touched my soul.
Earl Gaines was, for me, wonderful. That silky
smooth voice, untarnished by age or time. Two
stunning sets were indeed faultless and included
‘Reap What You Sow’. ’24 Hours Of The Day’,
‘Brandy And Champagne’, and ‘Every Night Of The
Week’ as well as his take on ‘When Something Is
Wrong With My Baby’. It was an education to watch
the professional in action. He barely broke into a
sweat. Excellent folks.





In 1953 Sun Records recorded Rufus’s ‘Bear Cat’,
an answer record to Big Mama Thornton’s ‘Hound
Dog’, which was a big seller on the R&B charts,
along with its follow up ‘Tiger Man’. Within a short
while Sun Records would hit the world stage and its
now legendary status with its roster of white
rockabilly and country acts such as Elvis Presley,
Johnny Cash, Jerry Lee Lewis and Carl Perkins
etc. Rufus was never reluctant to hide his
resentment at how black acts with Sun were
pushed aside in favour of the white Rock'n'Rollers.



In 1960 he recorded ‘Cause I Love You’ with his
young (18 year old) daughter Carla for the Satellite
label; another big seller under his belt. Soon the
label changed its name to Stax and the rest is
history as they say.

A few years back, along with a dozen or so of our
gang, I was in the foyer of the Peabody Hotel in
Memphis, when we caught sight of the imposing
figure of a blues, soul and Rock'n'Roll legend
walking nonchalantly in our direction. “Look, there’s
Rufus Thomas!” a voice amongst us exclaimed. We
stood and chatted with Rufus who was gracious
and seemed happy to chat to this bunch of esoteric
music freaks from England.

In 1963 at the age of 46 he recorded his massive
hit, and the song for which he will forever be
associated, ‘Walking The Dog’, covered in the UK
by the Rolling Stones (what wasn’t?). Rufus toured
the UK and was soon on British television ‘Walking
The Dog’ on “Ready Steady Go”. Forever the
showman, he began to bill himself as the world’s
oldest teenager as a string of novelty dance hits
followed including ‘Funky Chicken’, ‘Can Your
Monkey Do The Dog?’ and ‘Push And Pull’ which
carried him through to the early 70s.

Sadly I received a fax from 'Tales From The
Woods' contributor Tony Wilkinson to say that
Rufus Thomas had passed away in St Francis’
Hospital in Memphis on Saturday 15th December,
aged 84.

The 1980s saw him appearing in several movies
including the seminal “Mystery Train” directed by
Jim Jarmusch. Rufus got back to his blues roots in
the 90s with the ‘Blues Twang’ album and back on
tour in the UK where I was privileged to see him at
the Roadhouse, Covent Garden.

Thomas was born in Cayce, Mississippi in 1917 but
soon moved to Memphis. While at Booker T
Washington High School, Rufus could be found tap
dancing in the streets to raise pocket money. Nat
D. Williams was not only Rufus’s history teacher
but also the MC at the Palace Theater on Beale
Street in Memphis. Soon, teacher and pupil had
developed a comedy routine, which they took on
the boards of the aforementioned theatre (spelt in
English this time – H).

'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass and says
farewell to a true original whose career spanned in
excess of 65 years. Saw a few come and go, didn’t
he folks?







Raise a glass also (albeit belatedly) to Fred Neil
who died of cancer at the age of 64 in Florida on
July 8th last year.
As a young man he travelled extensively
throughout the South before heading north to New
York where he made his home for a number of
years. This was where he cut ‘You Ain’t Treating
Me Right’, also finding time to co-write ‘Modern Don
Juan’ for Buddy Holly and, a little later, to co-author
on Roy Orbison’s ‘Candy Man’ whilst at the same
time becoming the darling of the Greenwich Village
folk scene. Working alongside another up and
coming folkie Bob Dylan, cutting a couple of
albums during the early 60s, for which the cover

Rufus (centre) with Mrs Joliffe disappearing stage
right. From the Roadhouse in the mid-90s.

Once school days were over, around 1936, Rufus
joined and toured with the Rabbit Foot Minstrels.
Some four years later and now married, he
replaced his old history teacher as MC at the
Palace. Meanwhile, Williams became a radio
station presenter (WDIA) and, in the latter months
of 1949, Rufus joined the station. His show ‘Sepia
4

photo of one was taken by R&B song writing
legend Mort Shuman.

Armstrong article (August edition) with one on Jelly
Roll Morton, so don’t get left behind Bob.

A few years later the album, simply entitled ‘Fred
Neil’ contained ‘Everybody’s Talkin’ which became
a massive hit for Harry Nilsson via the soundtrack
of the movie “Midnight Cowboy”, starring Jon
Voight and Dustin Hoffman. Another album
released in 1971, had a guest appearance by Gram
Parsons.

'Tales From The Woods' really needs advertising
(yes, this is a plea) to survive, so all you Kats out
there in professional Rock'n'Roll land, want to
advertise your merchandise and services? Sure
ain’t gonna come cheaper - £2.50 for half-page,
£5.00 full page and £7.50 double page, other prices
on request. Don’t come better than that, does it?
Houses, cars, push-bikes, wheelchairs, prams,
cookers, fridges, stereos and televisions that have
fallen off the back of a lorry can be sold through
these pages. For bands wishing to advertise their
gigs, this is free of charge as, like the 'Tales From
The Woods' editorial board, you fly the flag for our
music.

Within four years he was out of the business,
completely dedicating the rest of his life to the care
and study of dolphins.







Finally folks, I’d like to take the opportunity through
the pages of 'Tales From The Woods' to wish all
our loyal subscribers a great new year full of
rockin’/soulful/blues ballin’/jazzy good times.
Thank you also for all the kind words for 'Tales
From The Woods' which many of you included in
your Christmas cards. Brilliant, makes it all
worthwhile. Of course it would not be possible
without all the hard work of the ever-increasing
roster of contributors. What can I say that I have
not said before except a very big thank you, also to
H for his patience and graft, whose endeavour has
the magazine out on time each month.

Oh boy, such is the generosity of spirit of 'Tales
From The Woods' that you will no doubt have
noticed a raffle ticket included in your latest
wonderful edition. Come May it will be the twice
yearly Hemsby Rock'n'Roll Weekender. As a very
special treat for all our loyal contributors and
subscribers, 'Tales From The Woods' will pick up
the Great Yarmouth hotel tab for the person with
the winning number (so keep your ticket in a safe
place). You are, however, naturally expected to pay
your own expenses to and from Great Yarmouth,
entrance fee, alcohol and food etc. The lucky
winner will be announced next month. I bet at this
very moment you are like a bunch of excitable fluffy
bunnies.
See you next month.

Lots of things to look forward to in the coming 12
months. Dave Webb has promised to write the full,
no holds barred, explosive story of his riches to
rags years as a Rock'n'Roll promoter.

Keith Woods
☺

The world renowned Cliff White promises he has
something huge and secret which he wishes to
expose (oh yeah? – H) through the pages of 'Tales
From The Woods'.



☺

☺

“Pearls from the Papard”
PANTOMIME, MUSIC HALL,
CAMP AND DRAG, AN
HISTORICAL ANALYSIS

Lynn Peters has said that she would love to write
something about the scene from a female
perspective. Knowing Lynn like I do I am sure she
will tell it like it is. Equally I am sure that all your
many friends would like to express, through these
pages, their best wishes to you for the very best in
2002. Go on girl! You can beat it! We’re all rooting
for you.



☺

PART ONE
Perhaps it's appropriate in the month when one of
the great drag and Music Hall artistes passed over,
that I have been asked to write a piece in ‘Tales
From The Woods’ on this subject. (Written in November,



printed in January – H)

Country music has been largely noticeable by its
absence within the pages of 'Tales From The
Woods' so any of you country fans out there who
would like to remedy that situation with an
occasional/regular column, we would love to
receive it. Likewise, Jazzie B (a.k.a. Bob Dubbler)
has been uncharacteristically quiet, no sign of any
jazz articles yet. Nothing too obscure, Basie,
Ellington, that sort of thing. Denis Cooper is, at this
very moment, preparing his follow up to the Louis

'Dockyard Doris' was a larger than life East End
character who lived in Bethnal Green (real name
Colin Deveraux) and was well known on both the
straight and gay pub circuit, and also in Music Hall,
which Colin and other artistes of his generation
kept alive at the Sebright Arms, Hackney and
elsewhere.
As Colin/Dockyard Doris used to relate the tale,
music hall started in pubs like The Eagle (of 'half a
5

Mrs Shufflewick's wit: 'My son's been called to give
Her Majesty Pleasure, so she must think a lot of
him. He sent me a letter, it says: "I would have
enclosed a pound note but I'd already sealed the
envelope down". Takes after his father in that
respect, whoever 'e was. Never even took 'is cap
orf - and I was eating chips at the time!'

pound of tuppenny rice' fame) and the great music
hall artistes like Marie Lloyd didn't need any
microphones. When she sang at the Finsbury Park
Empire she didn't use a mike, and people sitting
right up at the back of the Gallery... couldn't hear a
bloody word!'
A few weeks before Christmas a year or so ago
Dockyard Doris appeared at The Crane, a straight
pub in Wandsworth. Many of the leather-jacketed
rockers who meet regularly in The Pavilion,
Battersea to discuss motorbikes and listen to live
Rock’n’Roll bands went en masse to The Crane
that night to see Dockyard Doris and thoroughly
enjoyed the evening. Doris was in top form, and
included in the act was her hilarious rendition of
'The Twelve Days of Christmas'. This took the form
of a series of letters from the recipient of the
various presents, starting off with a polite thank you
note for the 'beautiful partridge in a pear tree'. By
the end of the song the recipient is going mad
complaining about milkmaids 'who brought their
bloody cows with them' which along with the
various birds are 'shitting all over the place'. Then
there were the randy lords 'leaping all over the
milkmaids, and their cows as well - they are none
too fussy', and finally the recipient of all these
unwanted gifts is on the verge of a nervous
breakdown, swimming in a 'sea of shit' produced by
all the birds and cows who have invaded their
house. Only Doris could tell it in that hilarious way
which had everyone in stitches.

Auntie Flo/Marc Fleming had a really vicious
tongue, and was one of the first artistes to send up
the Royal Family, and insult the audience. Barrie
Humphreys, who created the Edna Everage
character, was once seen in The Black Cap getting
tips from Auntie Flo, and there are certainly
elements of Marc's act in Edna Everage's
performances, particularly when she criticizes what
various members of the audience are wearing.
'Nice dress, did you get tired of the curtains?' was a
typical Auntie Flo remark, or: 'Haven't seen a
hairstyle like that since Alice Faye - it would suit
you better if you had it combed forward, over your
face! I'm only joking, dear - same as God was with
your mother!' Or Marc would spot a man and
woman in the audience, pick them out and ask the
man: 'Hallo sir. Is that your wife or just the weekend
joint?' Any woman heckling Marc or talking during
his act would get the politically incorrect remark:
'Shut up, you bucket-mouthed, hairy-arsed lesbian.
When I say "Shit" jump on the shovel!'
When Marc got on to politics, as he regularly did
because he was always topical, some people felt
he went too far. When Golda Meir, then Prime
Minister of Israel, visited West German Chancellor
Willy Brandt, Marc's bitter satirical comment (too
sensitive and politically incorrect to repeat even in
this publication) shocked the audience and caused
some people to walk out. However, Marc was
himself Jewish and he was pulling no punches in
his criticism of improving Israeli/West German
relations. Some people didn't take kindly to Marc
describing Princess Anne as 'the Horse Dressed up
as a Woman', or Prince Charles as 'the next Queen
of England' either. Nor did some people find Marc's
image of a Guinness-swilling Queen Mum dressed
in leather and doing a ton on the Brighton run
particularly funny. Many of us thought it hilarious,
and felt Marc should have been on TV, but he was
too controversial and ahead of his time. A
generation later Lily Savage finally made it from the
pub and theatre circuit on to TV with a similarly
witty and irreverent type of act.
The British Isles has a long tradition of drag from
the days of Shakespeare when men regularly
played women, thru pantomime where crossdressing became a tradition, to music hall and the
modern gay scene. Arthur Lucan was a great
success with his Old Mother Riley character, and
there was Norman Evans who used to play a large
woman gossiping over the garden wall long before
comedians and actors like Roy Barroclough and
Les Dawson (Sis and Ada), Arthur Askey (Charlie's
Aunt/Widow Twankey) and Alistair Sims followed
suit.

I well remember her songs too, some serious and
some funny. 'One Sunday Over The Lea' was a
ditty Doris performed at straight venues, and must
have come from East End Music Hall (one Sunday
over the Lea, my fella did it to me, he did it once, he
did it twice, then he had the bloody cheek to say it
weren't nice...). Then Doris would bring tears to
your eyes with a beautiful rendition of a song like
'No Matter What'.
Woe betide anyone who heckled Doris, as she
always had a sharp retort. Such as: 'Do you often
interrupt West End shows? Ha, West End Shows,
look at this place - more like a converted ghost
train! 'Course my father was on the stage, just
before they put the rope round his neck'. Anyone a
bit snooty who thought Doris vulgar or common
would get the remark: 'What did you expect with a
name like Dockyard Doris, sophistication?' And as
a gesture to political correctness Doris would
always end her act with: 'If I have offended anyone
may I say most sincerely, BOLLOCKS!'
Doris was one of the last of a long-line of drag
queens and music hall artistes who did the pub
circuits, and pantomime in the winter. Another
artiste in similar vein was the great Marc (Auntie
Flo) Fleming, who died many years ago, but used
to do a regular stint Sunday lunchtimes at The
Black Cap, Camden Town - often in tandem with
Mrs Shufflewick, another great drag artiste who
used to be on the radio years ago. An example of
6

that end under water, and the vacuum will suck
water out into space until such time as the pipe is
sealed again.

The tradition is kept alive by a new generation of
drag artistes, but I doubt we'll ever see the likes of
Dockyard Doris and Marc Fleming again, real old
troupers with a grounding in music hall. Phil Starr is
still going strong, a colleague of Colin (Dockyard
Doris) who is well worth catching if you get a
chance. Basically a deadpan stand-up comedian in
drag who tells awful jokes, which are so bad they
are hilarious, interspersed with songs. Pip Morgan
is another old trouper of this generation who still
does the pub circuits with a witty act, which
sometimes includes an impersonation of H.M. The
Queen. Although younger acts like impressionist
Earl Grey, the D.E. Experience and Julian Clary are
good, for me the old troupers are irreplaceable and
I certainly mourn the passing of Dockyard Doris
who had a huge East End funeral on November
10th.
Tony Papard

☺

☺

☺

The oceans will be allowed to sink the ten inches
they have risen in the last century, land can be
reclaimed, and the residents of Canvey, not to
mention the drinkers in the Crooked Billet, Leigh,
will breathe a sigh of relief. If man can put
thousands of miles of underwater telephone lines
through the unbelievably deep troughs of the
oceans, then hanging a pipe from space, which
starts just 17 miles straight up from your front door,
should be simplicity itself.

John Howard

☺

☺

☺

☺

SOUL KITCHEN

☺
Happy New Year to everybody
out there in soul land. My New
Year resolution is to continue
to bring you plenty of soul
stews, and cover the best in
real soul music over the coming year.

Global warming
Global warming might look fine from the top of
Belton Hills overlooking Leigh station in Essex but
from the Peter Boat to the Shore House at sealevel, a rising tide suggests rather more water than
the average beer drinker might require. The
decision by those energy guzzlers in the United
States (with five per cent of the world's population
but 25 per cent of the planet's power needs) to
abandon the Kyoto Agreement means that world
governments will have as much control over
greenhouse gases as I have over mine on the
Saturday morning after a Friday night curry.

CD OF THE MONTH
JAMES CARR - THE COMPLETE GOLDWAX
SINGLES - Kent 202
It's never ending the quality
of soul music that's being
released at the moment, O
V Wright last month, now a
few days later I'm once
again holding gold dust, a CD that's busting at the
seams with classic soul. Was James Carr the
greatest southern soul singer of all time? After
listening to this magnificent 28 track CD covering
the period 1965-1970, which features all the A and
B sides of his 12 Goldwax singles, plus other odds,
it would be hard to name another soul artist that
could put their heart and immense soul into a song
the way James Carr did, expressing the pains and
joy of life and love, with such an intense passion.
Naturally star pick must be his adulterous tale of
stolen love, the definitive version of the
Moman/Penn number "The Dark End Of The
Street", which has to be his finest moment on
record, and a genuine masterpiece in soul music.
Whizzing through the other twenty seven tracks on
display here, you find so many classic tracks,
where James pours out his feelings of sorrow and
suffering, including "Pouring Water On A Drowning
Man", " Life Turned That Way", "You've Got My
Mind Messed Up", and his last R&B hit "A Man
Needs A Woman", to name but four. Other goodies
include, "Freedom Train", an up-tempo gem, as is
"A Losing Game", a horn led stomper, and a rather
nice soulful cover of the Bee Gees "To Love
Somebody". To sum up every track holds its own

Apparently, President Bush caved into lobbying
from coal and oil companies, and has decided the
costs of controlling carbon dioxide emissions
outweigh the benefits, which must please families
living near the banks of the Mississippi where a pair
of waders and a canoe in the double width garage
are as a common as a sports utility vehicle and set
of golf clubs. Doomsayers who claim icebergs will
soon be floating up the Thames Estuary as the
polar icecaps break up have probably got it wrong but water from those melted ice caps could soon be
cleaning Essex beaches so well that it would be
blue flag awards from Foulness to Thurrock.
The Bembridge, the headquarters of Essex Yacht
Club, which already floats, would become the most
sensible place to have a drink, and C2C rail line
would have to change one of its ‘cs’ to ‘sea’. But
before you all start building arks in your driveways,
I may have found the answer. Nature, if I recall,
abhors a vacuum. Space is a vacuum, right? So
why not lower a pipe from a fixed position satellite
hovering over the Pacific, the largest expanse of
water on Earth, with the land end sealed. Open
7

his tried and tested formula, which is soul with a
hint of jazz fusion, and I for one wouldn't want it any
other way. Another magic night at the Cafe.

amongst the others, although "The Dark End Of
The Street" is the pinnacle.
Once again an indispensable CD. Although if your
purse is empty after Christmas, I'd go for last
month's star pick, O V Wright 'GIANT OF
SOUTHERN SOUL', which just wins by a neck.
RATING (out of 5) 5 Soulboys

RAILTRACK SPINS. Better
late than not at all. Late
reviews of a couple of CD's
that didn't quite make it to
CD of the month, but are most definitely worth
bringing to your attention.


LIVE - NORMAN CONNORS
STARSHIP
ORCHESTRA
Featuring ELOISE LAWS –
Jazz Cafe 22 Nov

NEW BREED R&B - Soulful 60s Blues For Today's
Dancers - Kent 199
Dave Thomas recommended this highly and he
knows a thing or two, so I take my Ramekin dish off
and stand in a corner, because it's another cracker
from Kent. So why I over looked this, I don't know,
maybe the title. I know I can't stop playing it.

It's always a pleasure to be in
the front row for a rare London visit by legendary
Philadelphia born, soul producer and drummer
Norman Connors, who never fails to give a classy
show and tonight was no exception. The
instrumental opening part of the show featured
members of his four piece American band. It was
laid back straight jazz, with excellent soloing by
keyboards, bass and sax, including a John
Coltrane inspired version of "My Favourite Things"
by saxophonist Michael Brown, who demonstrates
his amazing ability; top-notch stuff. Norman
Connors is noted for discovering and nurturing
great vocal talent, Jean Carn, Phyllis Hyman, etc
etc, and tonight was no exception, as he introduces
us to pianist Nathan Heathman, who's soulful
vocals gave an outstanding version of the classic
Mr Connors biggest hit "You Are My Starship".

This 24 track compilation is taken from the archives
of the Kent/Modern label group, and sort of
represents the cross over from blues to soul during
the sixties, but more importantly it's high quality
gritty R&B, soul, and Rockin blues all the way. Soul
heavyweights are plentiful, Bobby Bland, B B King,
Z Z Hill etc, but it's their rarer tracks that are
featured.
First up, and star track to me, is Larry Davis with a
hot horn driven downhome groove “I've Been Hurt
So Many Times”. Other standout tracks are, The
Newports’ classy New Orleans flavoured "Dixie
Woman", a real grower. Al King rocks on "Ain't
Givin' Up Nothin", a brilliant uptempo bluesy "Find
Another Woman"’, by Willie Headen, with a
demanding vocal. Lowell Fulsom bows in with
Tramp part 15 "Lovin Touch". I think his every
record after Tramp on Kent was a slight variant on
the Tramp theme, no complaints though.

Following this our lady for the night, Eloise Laws
takes the stage, opening her set with "Valentine
Love", duetting with Nathan, (one of my favourites,
originally recorded by Jean Carn and Michael
Henderson). Brilliant. Moving slightly away from the
usual Norman Connors formula, Eloise performs
great versions of "Street Life", "Stepping Out,
Stepping In", and a really slow sexy version of Jay's
"I Put A Spell On You", her jazzy vocal range
putting a spell on us.

Great soul vocals from Arthur K Adams on "Let
Your Hair Down". Jimmy Holiday is the closest we
get to out and out northern soul on "The New
Breed", a frantic soul belter, and finally one I used
to play continuously, B B King's "Long Gone Baby",
which was the B side to "The Jungle" UK Polydor.
Silly Soulboy, I was scratching my head where I
knew this from, should have read (as always with
Kent/Ace) the excellent, sleeve notes earlier. The
CD is culled from Manchester's Hideaway Club
setlist - what a scene, seems a good place for a
few pints. Now where did I put my soul wellies and
talc?
RATING (out of 5) 4½ Soulboys

Time for Nathan again to impress on vocals, with a
marvellous version of the late great Phyllis Hyman's
"Meet Me On The Moon" - what a voice. Eloise
returns, her vocal interplay with sax man Michael
Brown on Bobby Caldwell's "What You Won't Do
For Love", could this get any better? It does as
Nathan takes the lead again with a tribute to Phyllis
Hyman, a medley of “You Know How To Love Me”,
"A Million Times", "Betcha by Golly Wow". The man
Mr Connors finally comes centre stage, for his sole
vocal offering of the evening.


BIRTH OF SOUL VOLUME 3 - Kent 189
Yet another bouquet of super soul gems, 28
unmissable tracks, each one a jewel on its own.
Like volumes 1 and 2, 3 continues to trace the
evolution of soul music from its R&B roots, covering
this time the years from 1959-1964. I think its just
an excuse to release some bloody fine soul music.

Must mention Norman's head attire, tonight's soul
hat is a sheepskin trilby, for a funky rousing version
of Pharaoh Sanders, "The Creator Has A Master
Plan". The expected encore includes a full version
of "You Know How To Love Me". You know there
are no surprises with Norman Connors, he sticks to
8

Drawn from various labels, including three from
Motown, this CD covers all forms of early soul.
Trying to find the musical influences behind these
tracks, that's the idea, is hard for me. But what we
have is an assortment of flavours, with a few
forgotten favourites making a welcome return, like
The Tams "Untie Me", Sunny & the Sunglows "Talk
To Me", The Impressions early offering "Shorty's
Got To Go". There are once again too many
highlights to go through the entire programme. But
three standout tracks to me are Garnet Mimms’
plea for peace and quiet on "A Quiet Place", and
the brilliant "There's Something On Your Mind" by
Bobby Marchan, and one I confess to hearing for
the first time, the original version of "If You Gotta
Make A Fool Of Somebody" by James Ray. It's
pretty good, I have been humming it ever since.
This CD is dripping with pure soul music, excellent
stuff.
RATING (out of 5) 4½ Soulboys

☺

JAMES CARR

☺

Nolan Frederick is one of those
loose-limbed guys that, even
walking across a stage with his
hands in his pockets, you know
that he is a dancer. He appears
at the start of Kiss Me Kate
before the opening number has
even begun, but we have to wait
for proof positive until Act 2 when
we get to see Nolan lead the
company in the ‘Too Darn Hot’
song and dance routine. It was this great jazz
number with its sheer energy that decided me to
write this review for inclusion in what is a roots
magazine.
I didn’t need much excuse to review this revival and
updating of Kiss Me Kate with music and lyrics by
Cole Porter and book by Sam and Bella Spewack it’s such a happy musical. It has come to the
Victoria Palace Theatre straight from Broadway
with the entire cast who were doing excellent
business in New York until September 11th. The
story setting is that of a company of travelling
players performing Shakespeare’s Taming Of The
Shrew - a play within a play, with the backstage
sequences working out best.

TEN SOUL SHOES AND FEET
Major Lance
Ain't No Soul In These Old
SHOES
Tommy Tucker
Hi Heel SNEAKERS
Bobby Bland
SHOES
Betty Everett
The SHOE wont fit
Robert Parker
Bare FOOTING
Gladys Knight
Just Walk In My SHOES
Little Richard
Travellin SHOES
Barry Befus
Bare FOOT Befus
Bobby McClure
High Heel SHOES
Kip Anderson
A Dog Don't Wear No SHOES
Robert Parker
Happy FEET
Once again, who's counting?

REMEMBERING
LARRY WILLIAMS

☺

Show Bizz News



SOUL BIRTHDAYS
WILLIE MITCHELL
SHIRLEY BROWN
BARBARA LYNN
EDWIN STARR
BOBBY BLAND

☺

The opening night got a much-deserved standing
ovation, not that I was there on that night. I had
already been along to a preview where I spotted
Michael Blakemore, the producer, sitting in the
stalls looking pleased and relaxed - as well he
might. This is a show bursting with many good
familiar tunes. ‘Another Op’nin’, Another Show’,
‘Wunderbar’, ‘Why Can’t You Behave’, ’ So In
Love’, ‘Tom, Dick Or Harry’, ’I Hate Men’, ’From
This Moment On’ and that old quirky song ‘Brush
Up Your Shakespeare’ - not forgetting the title ‘Kiss
Me Kate’.

3rd January (Born 1928)
6th January (Born 1947)
16th January (Born 1942)
21st January (Born 1942)
27th January (Born 1930)
2nd January 1980 Born 10
May 1935
7th January 2001 Born 13
June 1942

The two main leads (Lilli/Katharine and
Fred/Petruchio) are played by Marin Mazzie and
Brent Barrett, both in excellent voice. The second
leads are Nancy Anderson and Michael Berresse
playing Lois/Bianca and Bill/Lucentio. This is where
we get back to the dancing again. Nancy Anderson
reminds me very much of Bernadette Peters with
that pouty, mischievous innocent look. Even so,
when it comes to dancing, she can somehow
manage to get her right leg alongside her right ear
and still have enough breath left over to sing her
big number ‘Always True To You Darlin’ In My
Fashion’. Michael Berresse gets his turn shortly
afterwards with the love song ‘Bianca’. The song is
gentle, the dancing fast, with Michael as Lucentio
managing to propel himself vertically upwards

WACKY WORDS
Otis Redding "Direct Me"
Shame on me, Shame on me, I made a big
mistake.
When I see my babe
again, I'm gonna bake
me a cherry cake.
So until next time, keep
on
keeping
on,

Soulboy.
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were Russian Lithuanian immigrants who settled in
Washington DC at the beginning of the last century.
Escaping the strictures of family life, Jolson went
on to become one of America’s greatest stars of
stage and screen.

through three stories by a series of gymnastic
jumps, lifts, swings and grabs, to finish at Bianca’s
feet high above the stage.

The story tells of his early days of theatrical touring
leaving behind his first wife who simply couldn’t
keep up with this bold, brash character who wanted
to go places in life. The members of the band, his
agent and the Rooney Sisters were more
stimulating company together with the ever growing
success in vaudeville. The phrase “You ain’t heard
nothin’ yet” was born. Meeting and marrying Ruby
Keeler, a rising young film star, gave Jolson a far
more challenging companion who was as intent on
building her own career as Jolson himself but
eventually she became his rival.

So energetic is the cast’s dancing that for most of
the time Petruchio is about the only one able to
wear a big hat and keep it on as he struts around
singing his numbers. Speaking of big hats (neat
segue Mr Benjamin – H) I keep wondering what
those Arabic pillbox hats are called that the
illustrious editor of this esteemed periodical (phrase
modified to inflate Keith’s ego – H) seems so keen
on wearing, so I called in at our local Islamic
bookshop. I explained what I wanted to know and
why, but the guy said that he’d never heard of Keith
Woods (unbelievable – H). However, he did say
that he knew what jazz was, which I doubted, when
he added that he still preferred to remain a
vegetarian. I did offer to drop by again with a copy
of 'Tales From The Woods' to clarify things. He
replied that his wife had enough cookery books…
but thanks all the same. Next time I’m doing hat
research, I’ll go to the posh mosque in Regent’s
Park. (Answers to the hat question on a postcard
please – H).

This provides a very gutsy story and focuses on
their struggles living and loving as they both
entered the film world. This was the age of ragtime,
jazz and blues. In 1927 Jolson, starring in the film
The Jazz Singer saved Warner Bros from
bankruptcy. In 1928 this was followed by an even
bigger success, The Singing Fool, which included
the song ‘Sonny Boy’. Then ‘Mammy’, ’Big Boy’,
‘Hallelujah I’m A Bum’, ‘The Singing Kid’ etc. whilst
Ruby, making a small talent go a long way as a
singer and dancer, appeared in 42nd Street, Gold
Diggers of 1933, Footlight Parade, Dames,
Shipmates Forever, Ready, Willing and Able etc.
The image of new wealth and fame was perfectly
captured on stage as the pair bickered and fought
together.
Brian Conley didn’t black up as
Jolson until the final scene when
we were treated to a whole
melody of songs. ‘Swanee’,
‘Baby Face’, (with the Rooney
Sisters), ‘Sonny Boy’, ‘The
Spaniard That Blighted My Life’,
‘Around A Quarter To Nine’ (with
Ruby Keeler), ‘Carolina In The Morning’, ‘Give My
Regards To Broadway’, and ‘Mammy’. During the
singing the house lights were raised and the
audience sang along with Conley - not an easy
achievement with a West End audience.
The band, on stage throughout much of the
performance, have a spectacular closing number,
seated on tiered ranks descending from on high as
they play before reaching stage level. Apparently,
one evening a couple in a box, having been swept
away by the sheer enjoyment of things, were
staging their own show by having it off in what they
presumed to be a darkened box. They were taken
by surprise when the house lights came on, as
were the musicians when each tier passed at eye
level on their way down. Perhaps the band could
be forgiven if they played the odd bum note on
such an unusual occasion… well I hope it was
unusual.

If you do go to see the show have a good look
round the theatre auditorium during the interval.
The Victoria Palace Theatre was designed by the
late Frank Macham, the eminent architect
responsible for so many of our bigger and better
older theatres. If you can’t get a good enough view
of it all, then look at the safety curtain when it
comes down. It’s a tromp d’oil reproduction of the
auditorium as viewed from the stage complete with
audience. I wondered if the painted figures included
portraits of real people, rather like the carved
gargoyles on mediaeval buildings where few
people admitted that they recognised their own
caricatured images. I spent ages scanning the rows
looking for a bloke wearing a funny pillbox hat
before giving up and wandering off for an ice
cream.
My last visit to the Victoria
Palace Theatre was to
see another splendid
musical, Jolson, with
Brian Conley in the title
role. Al Jolson’s parents
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What I find so strange about this musical featuring
an American star is that this was a Theatre Royal
Plymouth production shown in Birmingham and
Southampton before reaching the West End. This
success was followed by transfers to Canada and
South Africa but it never reached America. The
rights have now been sold on so we can only
wonder when and where it
may next appear. Here’s
hoping they get Brian
Conley to play Jolson again.

Marffa's Muffins
Fresh from driving my hire car off the side of a
South African Mountain pass, I shall dive headfirst
into reviewing a CD.
Nash:
Released earlier this year The Chancer is (to my
knowledge) Russell Nash and co’s first album.
Coming across a bit like G Love & Special Sauce
fused with Jamiroquai (the smooth production of
the latter with a slightly raw energy reminiscent of
the former) is a hit with me. The line up consists of
Russell Nash (vocals, guitar, Hammond organ,
piano), Steven ‘tha 4orce’ Ellington (rapping and
programming) and formerly Ali G’s long suffering
DJ. Don Bannister (drums & percussion) and Pete
Cherry (Bass), supplemented on the album and live
with a variety of musicians playing everything from
Cello to Euphonium.

Brian Benjamin.

☺

☺

☺

☺

Bunter’s Top 20 Puke
Pile!
Having seen, enjoyed and thoroughly agreed with
Brother Darren’s selection of all time worst records
in November’s 'Tales From The Woods' (right on
comrades) I’ve decided to act on Doctor Dale’s
heartfelt plea to us Kats and Kittens to list their all
time worst songs by Rock'n'Roll artistes (in my
case there’s a couple of R&B people and a couple
of Brits in there as well). Like Doctor Dale, I’d like to
see the readership’s favourite bad records as well
as the good, so do contribute. Meanwhile, I hope
you manage to avoid the following, as I regretfully
haven’t.
Chuck Berry
My Ding-A-Ling
(absolutely right Doctor!)
Jerry Lee Lewis Too Young
Fats Domino
Slow Boat To China
Elvis Presley
Queenie Wahine’s Papaya
Gene Vincent
Humpity Dumpity
Eddie Cochran
Lovin’ Time
Little Richard
Poor Boy Paul
(though his Disney album’s said to be worse!)
Roy Orbison
Southbound Jericho Parkway
Bill Haley
Rockin’ Rollin’ Schnitzelbank
Duane Eddy
Lonesome Road
Everly Brothers
Mention My Name In
Sheboygan
Lonnie Donegan Ding, Ding
(or equally World Cup Willie)
Ronnie Hawkins Hayride
Jackie Wilson
The New Breed
Dion
North East End Of The Corner
Sam Cooke
Camptown Twist
Johnny Burnette Some Enchanted Evening
Bo Diddley
anything from The London
Sessions album
Billy Fury
All The Way To The U.S.A.
Johnny Kidd
If You Were The Only Girl In
The World

☺

☺

☺

Sometimes bluesy with mournful harp as on ‘The
Chancer’, other times wonderfully soulful as on
‘Keep Rising’. The quality of the fourteen tracks on
this album is outstanding. There aren’t any bad
tracks on this release, only better ones. ‘Alone’ is a
fantastic work of musicianship. An amazing
collection of over twenty people credited as playing
on this one track. Flute, bass clarinet, violas and
trombone are just a few of the instruments
mentioned and heard. Another fave of mine is ‘100
Million Ways’ the fresh funky feel of the guitar and
backing vocals which sometimes sound like they
have been lifted from the sublime Dr John album
Gris-gris.
Live performances have been reported as very
exuberant affairs; they played a month of Sundays
at the Spitz earlier this year and went down very
well according to the reviews. I saw them at the
Guildford festival this year and although they
played on the small stage at two in the afternoon
they went down well with the crowd. Look out for
them in the gig lists. The album is out on GO BEAT.
More info is available on the web site: www.nashmusic.com
Two minutes walk from Notting Hill Gate tube is the
entrance to the subterranean Notting Hill Arts Club.
NHAC holds a regular Saturday afternoon thing
called the RoTa sessions. Starting at 4pm and
going through till 8pm, it’s quite a chilled way of
winding yourself up to the inevitable mad night out.
I went on the 1st Dec and managed to see a couple
of acts in the hour and a half that I was down there.
This was my first visit to the place, been meaning to
go for a while but never got round to it. It was fairly
crowded with a mixed 20-30 something crowd who
didn't seem to be too stuck up their own rectums.
Nevertheless they were in the know as far as good
music is concerned because they were listening to

☺
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catalogues available at various times. For
each one please send a S.A.E. or two
International Reply Coupons. Remember to
state which of the catalogues you require.

the sounds of DJ Vadim when I got in. Vadim has a
nice laid back style which really suits the place, this
isn't House/Tecno/Jungle; this is just damn good
music. His lazy jazzy beats filling the vacuum
between the people; not too loud, enabling chat
and banter between people, this place is like a
local, a very cool local. Beers seemed to be £1.80
a bottle and a good selection of cocktails were on
offer (a bit pricey though) including a Beetlejuice, in
honour of George Harrison.

1. 1950s Rockin’ CDs – 100 pages (90p
S.A.E.) includes R’n’R, rockabilly, doowop, rhythm & blues, 50s pop etc.
2. 1950s – 1990s Rockin’ Instrumental CDs –
52 pages (40p S.A.E.)

Back to the music: After about half an hour, just as I
was getting in to DJ Vadim big time, they brought
on the main band. Late-dust-er, hailing from
Minnesota, saunter up to the stage and begin their
set. Bringing their proggy, jazzy, instrumental rock
sounds to a welcoming audience they play for over
an hour (I left after an hour) and at times got quite
ambient. Occasionally I thought that this might be
one of those bands that you buy an album of but
you never hear all of it because you fall asleep part
way through when it gets all relaxing. I'm mistaken!
Just when you think that it will be a totally mellow
track it has ripping crescendo in it. I liked these
because they sounded like Dr Phibes and the
Wax Equation, but it did start to get a bit repetitive,
not quite annoying but getting that way. I had a
busy night ahead of me so I left just after 7pm, but I
will definitely go back, after all, it's free to get in!

SEND S.A.E. TO: BOB THOMAS, BIM BAM RECORDS,
CHALFONT HOUSE, BOTLEY ROAD,
HORTON HEATH, EASTLEIGH, HAMPSHIRE
SO50 7DN, ENGLAND.
www.bim-bam.com
We also buy your unwanted rockin’ vinyl (reissue 45s & LPs, box-sets, UK & USA originals
– 45s/78s/EPs/LPs)

☺

☺

☺

Happy New Year and birthday greetings to the
following;
5th
The Sun Sound – Sam Phillips (1923)
5th
A Losing Battle – Johnny Adams (1932) –
Died 14/9/98
6th
Everybody’s Rocking But Me – Bobby Lord
(1934)
6th
Let’s Stick Together – Wilbert Harrison
(1929)
8th
I Was The One – Elvis Presley (1935) – Died
16/8/77
9th
Treat Her Right – Roy Head (1943)
10th Wild Little Willy – Ronnie Hawkins (1935)
11th Shake Your Hips – Slim Harpo – Died
31/1/70
13th Sincerely – Bobby Lester (1930) – Died
15/10/80
14th What Do You Want The Girl To Do – Allen
Toussaint (1938)
16th If I Had Me A Woman – Mac Curtis (1939)
18th The Sky Is Crying – Elmore James (1918) –
Died 23/5/63
19th When Will I Be Loved – Phil Everly (1939)
21st Brown Skinned Woman – Snooks Eaglin
(1936)
24th The Way I Walk – Jack Scott (1936)
26th Don’t You Just Know It – Huey ‘Piano’ Smith
(1934)
30th This Little Girl’s Gone Rockin’ – Ruth Brown
(1928)
31st What Am I Living For – Chuck Willis (1928) –

Marffa's Muffins.

☺

☺

SHAKY LEE'S JANUARY
JOTTINGS

Forthcoming gigs for 2002 that have been
announced worth a mention:
Sonar Fariq play the Camden Barfly 18th Jan.
Icarus line play the 100 club 22nd Jan. At The
Drive In soundalikes, apparently!
Robyn Hitchcock &..... plays the Garage 25th Jan.
King Prawn play the Garage 8th Feb. Expect the
usual agit-ska from one of the hardest gigging
bands on the circuit. Still promoting their ‘Surrender
to the Blender’ album.
Jewel plays the Royal Festival Hall 26th Feb. She
has a fine set of lungs, not a bad voice either!
Expect more emotion than 1000 English football
fans at a Germany/England game if her studio
albums are anything to go by.
Billy Bragg and the Blokes play the Shepherds
Bush Empire on the 7th Mar. The Bard of Barking
returns with a new album 'England, Half-English'
and a tour to promote it.
The Strokes play the Brixton Academy on the 28th
Mar. See previous review for this lot.
Well that's all from me this month. I hope you had a
top festive season. Till the next time.

☺

☺

☺

BIM BAM RECORDS
Has the following free A5 compact disc
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of you there.

Died 10/4/58

Winkle Picker Wilkinson

Flashback… Thursday 18th January 1973. Chuck
berry was scheduled to do two shows at the
Hardrock in Manchester as part of a UK tour. I’d
been to a couple of Chuck’s performance before
and I’ve seen him half a dozen times since, but on
this night he was in great form. A long delay in his
arrival due to thick fog meant that the ticket holders

(On the subject of the Rockers Reunion - of which
club I was, for a short time in the days of Lenny
Paterson, the magazine editor - I am reminded that
I paid £25 to purchase a ticket to a RR Piss-Up for
Keith who subsequently failed to turn up and, more
importantly, failed to reimburse me for the ticket.
Purely an oversight I am sure. However, time
wounds all heels and you are forgiven, my dear
editor – H)

☺

☺

☺

☺

Rhythm Riot (part 1)
Saturday/Sunday
(Bunter gets out again)
The live action on Saturday night kicked off with the
hugely popular Alabama Slammers, whose act I
regrettably missed, but I arrived at the ballroom in
time to catch a Dutch band called Mischief, who
performed a reasonably good set mainly of covers.
The best of these, I felt, were Elvis’s fast
arrangement of ‘Ain’t That Loving’ You Baby’, the
Kershaw’s ‘Hey Mae’, Joe South’s ‘I’m Snowed’
and versions of ‘Sweet Love On My Mind’ and ‘Rip
It Up’ were enjoyable also. A good hors d’oeuvres
for the main course.

for both shows were somehow crammed in
together, which made for a terrific atmosphere by
the time the merry Mr Berry eventually appeared.
Meanwhile, Roy Young and his band had kept the
restless punters entertained by pounding out the
likes of ‘Lucille’. Chuck performed most of his bestknown numbers with some enthusiasm before
sadly letting the side down with the diabolical ‘My
Ding A Ling’.
Saturday 25th January 1992. Myself and our erudite
(it means cultured or knowledgeable Keith – H)
editor Woody attended our first Rockers Reunion at
Battersea Town Hall to witness the sterling talent of
Jack Scott who put on a stellar performance. As
soon as his set ended we dashed across London to
the Town & Country Club, arriving just in time to
see the all singing, all dancing Don & Dewey
storming through the likes of ‘Farmer John’ and
‘Koko Joe’. They were followed by those
sophisticated balladeers The Five Keys led by
Rudy West whose ‘Out Of Sight, Out Of Mind’ and
‘The Glory Of Love’ were top notch.

I think it would not be unreasonable to say that the
Bobbettes were the hit, nay, surprise of Saturday
night (for some, they were the hit of the weekend).
The quartet included three original members (so I
was told), one of whom thankfully was lead singer
Heather Dixon who, when she sang lines like ‘He’s
my lover boy, let’s jump for joy’ sent the proverbial
shiver up my middle aged spine. To a doo-wop
loving fool such as I, it was a truly magic moment.

Speaking of the Rockers Reunion, others I recall
watching and listening to in subsequent years
include Johnny and the Hurricanes and Sonny
Burgess at Battersea, the 1957 Blue Caps (Johnny
Meeks, Dickie ‘Be Bop’ Harrell, Tommy ‘Bubba’
Facenda and Paul Peek) at Brixton Academy and
Frankie Ford at Reading’s Rivermead Leisure
Complex. After the hassle of getting back home
from the latter venue I gave the 2001 event a miss.
For those of you who can make it, this year’s
annual winter party is again in Reading on 19th
January starring the Johnny Burnette Rock'n'Roll
trio featuring Rocky Burnette and Paul Burlison.

More on ‘Mr Lee’ later but, once they bounded on
stage resplendent in orange, they hitched a jump
beat to Sam Cooke’s ‘Ain’t That Good News’. It
sounded good but I was momentarily thrown,
thinking this was gonna be another showbizzy act,
with lots of soul classics and “let’s-do-Mr-Lee-forold-times-sake attitude”. Wrong! My fears were

Mike Sanchez and his band return to the 100 Club
the following Saturday (26th) so maybe I’ll see some
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fifties with Don Robey’s Peacock label, he linked up
with the Chess label where, in 1957, he struck pay
dirt with ‘The Walk’. On leaving Chess in late ’58 he
label hopped a bit, having spells with, first, Mercury
(where he recorded the classics ‘Wobble’ and
‘Georgia Slop’), then on to Art-Tone (‘Just Got To
Know’), Imperial, Minit, Stax and more recently
Rounder.
Anyhow, to the show.

happily unfounded as thereafter it was the
Bobbettes’ classics and obscurities all the way.
Rockers and ballads such as ‘Revival Day’, ‘Zooma
Zooma’, ‘You Are My Sweetheart’ and ‘Rock’n’ReeAh-Zole’ sent a happy and positive vibe around the
ballroom, we just knew this was gonna be good.
The wonderful second lead (can’t remember her
name, can anyone help?) did an all stops out,
church wrecking job on the ballad ‘Don’t Say
Goodnight’. Help, someone scrape me off the wall!
Onwards with ‘Come A Come A’ (one of a handful
of Bobbettes’ songs issued here on London), ‘Look
At The Stars’ (B side to ‘Mr Lee’), then a tribute to
the late, great Clyde McPhatter with ‘Have Mercy
Baby’, with a little of ‘Try Try Baby’ thrown in for
good measure. I was initially concerned about the
girls’ version of the 1954 pop hit ‘Oh My Papa’ but
this was performed with such soulful sincerity that
no one seemed to mind. A derivative of ‘Work With
Me Annie’, ‘Dance With Me Georgie’, really hit the
spot with the crowd, many of whom were by now
dancing with total abandon (even Dr Dale was seen
swinging his stethoscope!). ‘Johnny Q’ had more of
a mid-sixties soul sound to it but we were soon
rockin’ again to ‘Speedy’ and by now we were well
and truly in party mood.

The set began brightly with versions of ‘The
Wobble’ and the Imperial standard ‘Club Savoy’,
but the lion’s share of the set was slow blues,
which didn’t please the dancers too much.
Evidently, McCracklin is very much his own man on
stage – you either take or leave. Me, I loved the
slow songs and he has a fine blues voice. We
heard Lowell Fulson’s ‘Reconsider Baby’, an
instrumental take on ‘After Hours’, and an extended
version of ‘Baby What You Want Me To Do’, during
which the members of the Rhythm Riot house band
were each encouraged to take a solo at a real slow
tempo – even the drummer! ‘The Walk’ was sung
twice, once surprisingly early I the set and then as
a request in the latter part of the show, and
‘Georgia Slop’ kept the dancers happy, if only for a
while. Closing with an autobiographical song from
his new CD called ‘That Was The Good Old Days’
and encoring with ‘Steppin’ Out’, he got a
reasonable though not ecstatic reception. Had we
been in the 100 Club however, he’d have been a
sensation.

After the bluebeat flavoured ‘Ah Shucks Baby’ it
was time for Atlantic 1144/London HLE8477. ‘Mr
Lee’ was not written for the chap with the shaky
scrapbook, it was written for and about the girls’
high school teacher who they apparently disliked.
Resisting the temptation to write lines like ‘Mr Lee’s
An Asshole’ or something like that, venom gave
way to praise as the lyric was moulded to suit the
teenage market and the song became one of the
big hits of 1957. Featured in a medley with the
1960 sequel ‘I Shot Mr Lee’, this really had the
crowd going, so much so that a young couple
ambled up on stage to indulge in a spot of jiving.
During ‘I Shot Mr Lee’, Heather really worked
herself into a right lather, taking the opportunity to
indulge in a bit of James Brown style histrionics,
with a spangly cape cast around her kneeling form.
And they were gone. No doubt about it, these
ladies captured the hearts of everyone and, who
knows, maybe they’ll thrill a Hemsby crowd in the
future. Let’s hope so.

Sunday. “Big Joe Louis Solo!” screamed out
several posters plastered throughout the reception
area. Hmmm, thought I, must investigate. So off I
went to the Queen Vic pub, following a satisfying
trek around the indoor boot sale, and a packed
audience was treated to a fine set by one of the top
talents around on the British R&B scene today. Big
Joe Louis combined songs from his Ace CD
(‘Wine Head’, ‘Down Jamaica Way’) with tried and
tested blues standards (‘Bottle Up And Go’, ‘Baby
Please Don’t Go’). Halfway through, Big Joe was
joined by Rob Glazebrook who saw out the rest of
the set with Joe and both earned loud applause
and hearty cheers. Couldn’t think of a better way to
spend a Sunday afternoon.
The first live action on Sunday evening was, for me,
provided by the Marques Brothers, many of who
come from Essex (real rhythm’n’blues country!).
Special guests Ian Jennings and West Western
from the Big Town Playboys were drafted in to
push things along and I enjoyed these guys very
much – hope to see them again soon.

Around
midnight,
Jimmy McCracklin
appeared,
looking
sharp in red and
sounding good for a
man of four score
years. His recording
career
stretches
back to the midforties with a spell on
the Swingtime label
out of Modern and,
after spending some
time in the early

Time then for some American Rock'n'Roll in the
legendary form of Wanda Jackson, the absolute
Queen of Rockabilly, a title fully deserved. Opening
with Carl Perkins’ celebratory ‘Rockabilly Fever’,
she peppered her set with some of those ol’ Capitol
classics including ‘Mean Mean Man’, ‘Fujiyama
Mama’ and ‘Hot Dog! That Made Him Mad’. She
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also paid tribute to Hank and the Singing Brakeman
with ‘Jambalaya’ and a ‘Blue Yodel’ respectively,
and pulled a couple of rarities out of the hat with
good (if under rehearsed) versions of ‘I Gotta
Know’ and ‘Funnel Of Love’.

His prowess was amply demonstrated on versions
of Jimi Hendrix’s ‘Red House’ and the standard
‘Kansas City’. As for Fergie, he included many of
his Savoy recordings and those cut for John
Dolphin’s labels, most of which were hot rockin’
material – ‘Preachin’ The Blues’ (inspired by his
father), ‘Midnight Rambler’, ‘Fine Brown Frame’,
‘Good Lovin’ and ‘Rock Baby Rock’. ‘Drunk Again’
seemed to have an element of ‘I’m In Love Again’
about it, while the announced ‘I Ain’t Mad At You’
might be better known to you and I as ‘Roberta’. All
great stuff though.
There were tributes aplenty to some of H-Bomb’s
contemporaries and/or friends including Lloyd
Price’s ‘Lawdy Miss Clawdy’, Amos Milburn’s ‘Bad
Bad Whiskey’, Jimmy Reed’s ‘Baby What You
Want Me To Do’, Rosco Gordon’s ‘No More
Doggin’ and Fats’ ‘I’m Walkin’. By way of a change,
the band were given a break for ‘I Need Someone’,
H-Bomb having gone it alone for this one, and
there was a rousing finale with ‘Shake Rattle And
Roll’ and ‘Tutti Frutti’. A great show with great wigs.
I might just order one or two myself in the future.
What do you think? (Yeah, go for it –H)

More copasetic Capitol followed with ‘Stupid Cupid’
and a low-down ‘Riot In Cell Block Number 9’ as
well as the 1961 country smash ‘Right Or Wrong’, a
song I’ve always been partial to. Wanda pointed
out to the crowd that she toured the South with
Elvis in 1955 and, in tribute, she did a real ballsy
version of ‘One Night’ – wonderful stuff.
Wanda has, for many years, been a devout
Christian, a deeply religious lady, and to bring this
point home she took another classic from the Hank
Williams songbook ‘I Saw The Light’ and led the
crowd in a spot of community singing. Throughout
the performance her voice was in top quality and
nowhere was this more true than on the last song
‘Let’s Have A Party’; the rasp in her voice is still
therefore all to marvel at. The encore, ‘Whole Lotta
Shakin’, concluded a terrific performance. Sheer
professionalism, dynamism, any –ism you choose –
it was all there. Long live the Queen! Abdication?
No way.

And that’s yer lot? Absolutely not. From 01.15 to
02.15 there was the “Rhythm Riot Rhythm’n’Blues
Review” which was basically a let’s-get-up-andjam-and-see-what-happens situation. ‘Bigs’ Joe
Louis and Boy Bloater, the Extroaordinaires (well,
three of ‘em I think) and comperes Red Peters and
Sophie Gamer each sang a couple as did the
Rimshots’ John Lewis, who transformed himself
from hillbilly hepcat into swingin’ hipcat for a night
with a remarkable version of Natt Adderley’s ‘Work
Song’. Robbie Williams? Phooey! This was the real
deal. Great stuff, Mr Bach, we’d love some more.

H-Bomb Ferguson is generally regarded as one of
the last of the great blues shouters to emerge from
the late forties/early fifties; certainly such singers
are an extinct species as near as dammit, so it’s
extra special to have the H-Bomb with us tonight. A
fine pianist as well as a singer, he also sports a
natty line in colourful wigs, two of which he showed
off over the course of his show. He was joined by
his regular guitar player, Lance Boyd who,
according to Ferguson, has an on/off relationship
with H-Bomb’s grandmother. I’m not sure whether
to believe this but I do believe that Boyd played
some tasty licks when called upon by his boss.

And that was it, another Riot quelled. It must be
said, by the way, that the Rhythm Riot house band
(a stellar line up that included Big Boy Bloater, Al
Gare and Lee Badau) did a superb job backing
each of the headlining American acts, and Rioters
next year could well find the Teenagers and Jimmy
Cavella (no less) among the line up. As Fred Pontin
used to say, book early.
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Boy Arnold, Junior Wells, Jimmy Reed, Bo Diddley
and Harold Burrage. Oh yes, and Howlin’ Wolf, in
whose band Gray played for many years. He
relocated to Baton Rouge in 1969 and latterly he’s
been knockin’ ‘em dead at blues festivals in
America and Europe (in fact he played Utrecht this
year, in solo performance). The songs on this CD
were recorded over a four year period (1996-2000)
in Arizona and among the backing band we find
guitarists Bob Margolin and Kid Ramos and
drummer Chico Chism (another ex-Wolf band
member). There’s a fine tribute to Gray’s former
boss with ‘How Many More Years’ and a fine
version of Elmore James’ ‘It Hurts Me Too’ and ‘I
Held My Baby Last Night’. ‘Don’t Start That Stuff’ is
reminiscent of Muddy Waters (in fact, Henry’s
piano/vocal style reminds me more than a tad of
Muddy’s long-time pianist Otis Spann). For boogie
lovers there’s the self explanatory ‘Henry’s
Houserocker’ and ‘Talkin’ Bout You‘ (apparently
written by Gray) which has overtones of ‘Bottle Up
And Go’ about it. Loved also ‘They Raided The
Joint’ with its Elmore James influence and, of the
slower songs, I especially liked ‘Ain’t No Use’ and

C.D. REVIEWS
Hi there, Kats and Kittens. It’s Boppin’
Bryan (a.k.a. Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a.
Bryan Clark) back indoors and listening to
some more CDs
The Big Town Playboys – Western World –
(Indigo IGO CD 546-2)
Calling Baby | Don’t Know Where She Went | You
Know - Yeah | Hey Hey Now Baby | Do What You
Wanna Do | I’ve Got A Brand New Home | Love You
Baby | Cry Hard Luck | Hurry Up, Train | Where You
At | Nit Wit | Life Is Suicide | Can’t Stop Lovin’ | Come
On Home | Tailor Made | Is It True

Some issues back I wondered if the Big Town
Playboys could thrive and survive without leading
light Mike Sanchez (who left to go it alone in 1999).
Having heard this album, I can only say that it’s
business as usual for the guys. No less than Big
Joe Louis is the lead vocalist on all 16 tracks (as
well as slide guitarist on one) and a fine job he
does too. Joe’s vocal style is slightly rougher, less
smooth than Mike’s but still highly effective
nonetheless. Founder member Ian Jennings is still
there on bass, also through-the-years Playboys
Mark Morgan on drums and Nick Lunt on baritone
sax. Completing the line up with their excellent
contributions are Lee Badau on tenor and baritone
saxes, Dave Wilson on guitar and West Weston on
piano and harp. There are several great mid-tempo
items here and I particularly liked ‘Calling Baby’,
‘You Know – Yeah’ and ‘Cry Hard Luck’. Up tempo
rockers include ‘Love You Baby’ and ‘Nit Wit’, and a
worthy go at Lloyd Price’s ‘Where You At?’ ‘Hey
Hey Now Baby’ and Elmore James’ ‘Can’t Stop
Lovin’ are Latin influenced, most prominently on the
former. ‘I’ve Got A Brand New Home’, with its New
Orleans feel is truly outstanding. The Eddie Boyd
songbook is visited for ‘Come On Home’, a good
swinging treatment by the band. On the other side
of the coin there’s a fine version of Percy Mayfield’s
blues ‘Life Is Suicide’ and Big Joe’s vocals take on
a lazy drawl with ‘Tailor Made’. So, a super
collection, and if the Big Town Playboys continue to
release albums of a standard as high as this then
their future is assured.

Henry Gray – Plays Chicago Blues – (Hightone
HCD 8131)

the highly atmospheric ‘Trouble Blues’. This is a
real treat for fans of real piano blues. Pick it up
a.s.a.p.

Talkin’ Bout You | Times Are Getting’ Hard | Henry’s
Houserocker | Trouble Blues | How Many More Years
| It Hurts Me Too | How Could You Do It | I Held My
Baby Last Night | Everybody’s Fishin’ | Don’t Start
That Stuff | They Raided The Joint | Ain’t No Use |
That Ain’t Right | Showers Of Rain

White Bucks To Stetson Hats! Bandera Records
- Various – (Ace CD CHD 811)
Jello Sal | How Can I Keep You Lovin’ Me (Benny
Ingram) | Hootchie Coochie Gal | Cuban Queen |
Sweetest Little Girl | Cute Little Queen | Let The
Jukebox Die | Save Your Love | Stolen Honey (James
Mask & his Impalas) | Dance With Me | Sidewinder |
Anna | Gullywasher (Rick Emerson & The Sidewinders)
| Roberta (Chuck Akin) | Weary Blues Goodbye | 2

Now this is wonderful! There are very few great oldschool Chicago blues piano players left on this
planet and one of these is Henry Gray. Born in
Kenner, Louisiana in 1925 he moved to Chicago in
1946 and went on to record with – well, how about
this for a CV? – Jimmy Rogers, Little Walter, Billy
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country side of Bandera and as such are very
pleasant. The most recent track of the set, ‘Roll
That Rig (Again)’ by B.J. and The Boys from 1964
has trucking connotations as you might expect. So,
an interesting set all in all, definitely worth getting
for the Benny Ingram and James Mask tracks.

Tiny Rings | The Rest Of My Life | Can’t Hardly Wait |
Don’t Say Those Things | It’s The Way You Are | The
Time Has Come | She’s The One (Bob Perry) | Save
The Last Dance For Me (Merle Ray & The Southern
Rockets) | Roll That Rig (Again) (B.J. and The Boys)

Based in Chicago the Bandera label was founded
in 1958 by Bernie Harvelle and, for the next seven
years or so, there were some very good Rock'n'Roll
and country records released on the label. A
selection of these is presented on this Ace CD and
Ray Topping’s information booklet notes tell the
story of the Bandera label and its artistes. Benny
Ingram’s ‘Jello Sal/How Can I Keep You Lovin’ Me’
single appeared in 1958 and ‘Jello Sal’ is a classic
slice of rockabilly, whereas the B-side is a fairly
straightforward ballad. There are seven songs by
James Mask and his Impalas, four of which are
issued for the first time, and these turn out to be the
pick of the bunch. Both ‘Hootchie Coochie Gal‘ and
‘Cuban Queen’ are boppin’ hillbilly fare, pretty tasty.

Dion and the Little Kings – Love In New York –
(Ace CD CHD 797)
I’m Serious | You Move Me | King Of Hearts | Daddy Is
A Jockey | Heart Break Hill | Drip Drop | In A
Heartbeat Of Time | Stolen Kisses | (Down On The
Street) Jo Jo’s Crazy | No No No | Stay With Me | King
Of The New York Streets

The musical career of Dion Di Mucci has taken
many twists and turns. Originally (and perhaps best
known as) a doo-wopper with the Belmonts and a
top ten solo artist with streetwise classics such as
’The Wanderer’, all cut for the Laurie label between
1958 and 1962, he then went to Columbia who
initially divided his recorded output between more
streetwise Rock'n'Roll (‘Donna, The Prima Donna’,
Ruby Baby’, ‘Gonna Make It Alone’ etc.) and
horrendous show tunes. Much of Dion’s later
Columbia work took on an acoustic blues feel and,
after a brief first reunion with the Belmonts on the
ABC “Together Again” album in ’67, he returned to
Laurie in ’69 to record an introspective, folksy
album which included a wonderful version of
‘Abraham, Martin And John’.
The early seventies found Dion recording a series
of pure folk albums for Warner Brothers (plus a
more rock oriented album in 1976’s “Streetheart”)
and also a one-off project with Phil Specter in 1975.
In the early eighties he became a born again
Christian and released a series of gospel albums
(released only in the States) and, simultaneously
with his induction into Cleveland’s Rock'n'Roll Hall
of Fame, he released the superb album “Yo
Frankie” for Arista in 1989. In the mid nineties he
got together with a band known as the Little Kings
(Scott Kempner – lead guitar, Mike Mesaros – bass
and Frank Funaro – drums) and this new CD from
Ace captures the band in concert at the Mercury
Lounge, New York City in April 1996. It’s more of a
rock (rather than Rock'n'Roll) album but it still has
some great moments. A studio cut of ‘You Move
Me’ from about the same time is available on the
two CD set of Columbia recordings “The Road I’m
On” but the live version here is every bit as good.
There’s a hark back to the good old days with a
great version of Leiber and Stoller’s ‘Drip Drop’ and
‘King Of The New York Streets’, one of the
highlights of the “Yo Frankie” album is given a fine
reading. Of the newer songs (to me) I especially
enjoyed ‘Daddy Is A Jockey’, a good rocker that
stands up with the very best of Dion’s work. By the
way, part of the lyric borrows from Robert
Johnson’s ‘Kind Hearted Woman Blues’ in this
particular song. Dion’s last album, a back-to-thedoo-wop-roots collection entitled “Deja Nu” seems
to turn the wheel full circle. Anyhow, Dion fans will

‘Sweetest Little Girl‘ has a Tex-Mex feel about it
and ‘Cute Little Queen‘ is driven along by maracas.
Rick Emerson & the Sidewinders offer four
songs, two of which are previously unreleased, of
which ‘Dance With Me‘ is the best, a lot of echo in
the vocal. Of the songs that were issued on a 1958
Bandera single, ‘Sidewinder’ (not the Lee Morgan
‘Sidewinder’) is a moody instrumental as is
‘Gullywasher‘ this time with more of a Link Wray
sound. Chuck Akin’s 1960 version of ‘Roberta‘ is
no match whatsoever for Frankie Ford’s classic
rendition. Similarly Merle Ray and the Southern
Rockets’ 1960 version of ‘Save The Last Dance
For Me‘ doesn’t begin to compare with the Drifters.
The eight tracks by Bob Perry represent the
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held in Bologna, Italy in June last year.
Thanks once again to Paul Harris

love this particular CD although 50’s Rock'n'Rollers
may not be so enthusiastic. Memo to Warner
Brothers; when will the 1972 “Madison Square
Garden Reunion” album make its appearance on
CD?

Vinyl Review
The Houserockers – Somethin’ Special – (Tail
72000-3)
Itty Bitty Betty | We’re Gonna Boogie | What’ll I Do |
Lonely Man | You Shake Me | Please Remember | It
Ain’t Right | A hep 45 | A Movie Star | Don’t Need No
Job | You Don’t Know It | Twist On Guitar | Hopkins
Hop | Somethin’ Special | The Lonely Wait | Keep A
Lovin’ Me Baby |

The Sweet Inspirations

The most recent album from the band whose gig
listings have been seen previously in this
publication. Recorded at two sessions held during
the first half of 2000, this album contains 16
reasons why this trio are, without doubt, one of the
great rockin’ bands on the scene today. Rob
Glazebrook (guitar and vocal) had previously led
the Playboys who, over the course of some thirteen
years have backed some of the top American acts
to visit these shores. He formed the Houserockers
in 1998 and in bassist Wayne Hopkins (who is
often found playing with the Hemsby house band
accompanying many of the American acts) and
drummer Ritchie Taylor (an ex-Playboy and
formerly with Colbert Hamilton) Rob has two rocksolid, instinctive players. There are many fine
rockers in this collection; the opener ‘Itty Bitty Betty’
reminds me of a Ray Smith Sun recording, so
authentic is the overall sound while ‘A Movie Star’
fairly motors along also.

Bettye Lavette

Two songs by Sam ‘Lightnin’ Hopkins, ‘We’re
Gonna Boogie’ and ‘Don’t Need No Job’ are
frequently featured by the band at gigs. Mac Curtis’
earliest known recording ‘What’ll I Do’ and Dan
Duncan’s ‘Somethin’ Special’ are given the full
treatment and Otis Rush’s mid tempo Cobra classic
’Keep A Lovin’ Me Baby’ is taken for a rockabilly
ride. ‘Lonely Man’ has something of a Johnny Cash
feel to it, while ‘Twist On Guitar’ is a fine track to
merrily shake your arse to. ‘You Shake Me’, ‘You
Don’t Know It’ and the instrumental ‘Hopkins Hop’
all rock along well. Of the slower items only the
Latin-ish ‘Lonely Wait’ is spoiled by the track’s
premature fade. ‘Please Remember’ and ‘It Ain’t
Right’ are also worthy of note. A great album. I
loved it and so will you.

Ann Peebles, Clay Hammond, Bettye Lavette, Don
Bryant

Hardrock Bunter

☺

☺

☺

☺

Take a look at some pix from the

Sweet Soul Music
Festival

Ann Peebles
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Clay Hammond

Wayne Jackson/Andrew Love - the Memphis Horns

Don Bryant

Don Bryant with his wife Ann Peebles

Sam Moore and the Memphis Horns

Jerry Lee Knickers
Times 21/9/2001
Sex Pistols ‘Anarchy’ shirt sells for £3,995
The sex pistols, the epitome of the punk era, may be past
their sell by date but their outrageous fashion lives on.
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A customised shirt worn by Johnny Rotten, the band’s
singer, was sold at Sotheby’s in London yesterday for
£3995. called the Anarchy shirt, it is scrawled with pen
and ink slogans such as “Antichrist”, “Anarchy” and “No
Future”.
Landmark styles from the
period were on display at
the
Rock'n'Roll
sale,
including a pair of knickers
designed
by
Vivienne
Westwood and Malcolm
McLaren,
that
fetched
£1,175.
The
knickers
display the words “The
Killer Rocks On” and
feature a portrait of Jerry
Lee Lewis.

☺

☺

☺

9. You can’t have no Blues in an office or a
shopping mall. The lighting is wrong. Go
outside to the parking lot or sit by the dumpster.
10. Good places for the Blues:
a. Highway
b. Jailhouse
c. Empty bed
d. Bottom of a whiskey glass
Bad places:
e. Saks Fifth Avenue
f. Gallery openings
g. Ivy League institutions
h. Golf courses
11. No one will believe it’s the Blues if you wear a
suit, unless you happen to be an old person,
and you sleep in it.
12. Do you have the right to sing the Blues?
Yes, if:
a. You are older than dirt
b. You are blind
c. You shot a man in Memphis
d. You can’t be satisfied
No, If:
e. You have all your teeth
f. You were once blind but now can see
g. The man in Memphis lived
h. You have a 401k or trust fund
13. Blues is a matter of colour. It’s a matter of bad
luck. Tiger Woods cannot sing the Blues.
Sonny Liston could. Ugly white people also got
a leg up on the Blues.
14. If you ask for water and your darlin’ gave you
gasoline, it’s the Blues.
Other acceptable beverages are
a. Cheap wine
b. Whiskey ot bourbon
c. Muddy water
d. Nasty black coffee
The following are NOT Blues beverages
e. Perrier
f. Chardonnay
g. Snapple
h. Slim Fast
15. If death occurs in a cheap motel or a shotgun
shack, it’s a Blues death. Stabbed in the back
by a jealous lover is another Blues way to die,
as are the electric chair, substance abuse, and
dying lonely on a broke-down cot. You can’t
have a Blues death if you die during a tennis
match or while getting liposuction.
16. Some Blues names for women:
a. Sadie
b. Big Mama
c. Bessie
d. Fat River Dumpling
17. Some Blues names for men
a. Joe
b. Willie
c. Little Willie
d. Big Willie
18. Persons with names like Michelle, Amber,
Debbie and Heather can’t sing the Blues no
matter how many men they shoot in Memphis.
19. Make your own blues name starter kit:

☺

Writing The Blues
A Starter Kit
1. Most Blues begin “Woke up this morning...”
2. “I got a good woman” is a bad way to begin the
Blues, unless you stick something nasty in the
next line like, “I got a good woman, with the
meanest face in town.”
3. The Blues is simple. After you get the first line
right, repeat it. Then find that rhymes… sort of.
“Got a good woman with the meanest face in
town. Yes, I got a good woman with the
meanest face in town. Got teeth like Margaret
Thatcher, and she weighs 500 pound.”
4. THE blues is not about choice. You stuck in a
ditch, you stuck in a ditch - ain’t no way out.
5. Blues cars: Chevys, Fords, Cadillacs, and
broke-down trucks.
Blues don’t travel in
Volvos, BMWs, or 4x4 off-roaders. Most Blues
transportation is a Greyhound bus or
southbound train.
Jet aircraft and state
sponsored motor pools ain’t in the running.
Walking plays a major part in the Blues
lifestyle. So does fixin’ to die.
6. Teenagers can’t sing the Blues. They ain’t
fixin’ to die yet. Adults sing the Blues. In
Blues, “adulthood” means being old enough to
get the electric chair if you shoot a man in
Memphis.
7. Blues can take place in New York City, but not
in Hawaii or any place in Canada. Hard times
in Minneapolis or Seattle are probably just
clinical depression. Chicago, St Louis, Kansas
City and New Orleans are still the best places
to have the Blues. You cannot have the Blues
in any place that don’t get rain.
8. A man with male pattern baldness ain’t the
Blues. A woman with male pattern baldness is.
Breaking your leg ‘cause you’re skiing is not
the Blues.
Breaking your leg ‘cause an
alligator be chompin’ on it is.
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country star Rodney Crowell, who appears on both
of the group's recent albums, Cajun Boogie from
1993 and the Grammy-nominated Deep Water from
1997.

a. Name of physical infirmity (blind,
cripple, lame etc.)
b. First name (see above) plus name of a
fruit (lemon, lime, kiwi, etc.)
c. Last name of president (Jefferson,
Johnson, Fillmore etc.)
For example; Blind Lime Jefferson, Jakeleg
Lemon Johnson or Cripple Kiwi Fillimore.
20. I don’t care how tragic your life – if you own a
computer you cannot sing the Blues.

"When I was asked to come and say something
about the Hackberry Ramblers, all I had to do was
think about my childhood," said Houston native
Crowell. "The Texas and Louisiana coast is a
culture all of its own. This music that the Hackberry
Ramblers makes is really indicative of what that
culture is and what it means. What it means is
white cowboy hats that you're supposed to take off
when you're in the house, it means white shirts
rolled up three cuffs, it means clean black slacks
and shined cowboy boots. Sometimes it means
hangovers on Sunday morning, and you're in
church anyway.

Thanks to Ian McNeil for this submission.

☺

☺

☺

☺

Cajun Greats The Hackberry Ramblers
Spice Up Hall of Fame
By Michael Gray

"I'm really grateful to the Hall of Fame for
recognizing the crown jewel of that culture -- The
Hackberry Ramblers."

The quiet library of the Country Music Hall of Fame
in Nashville was recently transformed into a
swinging, down-home Louisiana dancehall of sorts
when the Hackberry Ramblers dropped by to
donate historic instruments to the museum.

Darbone and Duhon started the group in the small
oil field town of Hackberry, La., and began
performing for dances and radio broadcasts. The
Hackberry Ramblers were one of the first Cajun
bands to incorporate Anglo-American country
music, especially the then-new Western swing
sounds of Bob Wills.
The Ramblers also introduced amplification to the
dancehalls of southwest Louisiana. Few of these
remote nightclubs had electricity, so Darbone
powered his Sears-Roebuck P.A. from the engine
of his Model-A Ford, which idled outside the club all
evening.

Original band members Luderin Darbone, 86, and
Edwin Duhon, 89, donated the fiddle and guitar
they used when they formed the Hackberry
Ramblers in 1933. The December 3rd private
donation ceremony took place one day before the
Hackberry Ramblers -- one of the longest-running
bands in the country -- realised a lifelong dream by
debuting on the Grand Ole Opry.
Fiddler Darbone, accordionist Duhon, electric
guitarist Glen Croker, upright bassist Johnny Faulk
and drummer Ben Sandmel performed their
seamless blend of Cajun music, Western swing,
blues and rockabilly during their afternoon visit to
the Hall of Fame. Cajun dancers two-stepped as
The Hackberry Ramblers swung their way through
"Jolie Blon," "Old Pipeliner," "Proud Mary," "Whole
Lotta Shakin' Goin' On," "Johnny B. Goode" and
several other festive numbers in the library-turnedmusic joint.

In 1935 the Hackberry Ramblers began recording
for RCA-Bluebird. Their output included the first
version of the Cajun classic "Jolie Blon," under that
title. (The song was first recorded in 1929 as "Ma
Blonde Est Parti.")
The 1927 fiddle The Hackberry Ramblers
presented to the Hall of Fame is the same one
used on that seminal recording session. Darbone
shared some of the instrument's long, interesting
history with those in attendance.
"My dad was working for an oil company near
Beaumont, Texas, and for some reason they didn't
find oil and the company ran short of funds, and
they were unable to pay the employees," he began.
"It so happened they owned a jewellery shop in
Port Arthur, Texas. The fellow that owned the
company came over to my dad and he said, 'We
can't pay you in cash, but if you want to go to the
jewellery store in Port Arthur and pick out what we
owe you, we'll consider that as payment for working
at the oil company.'

T
The Hackberry Ramblers with, at the far right,
the man they always turn to for inspiration and
guidance
The Lake Charles, La.-based combo was joined by

"Sure enough, one day my dad said, 'Let's go to
Port Arthur -- I want to try to get you a new fiddle.' I
walk in this store, and there was a fiddle hanging
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and recalls Glenn Miller with pride. He even calls
the late Frank Sinatra a draft-dodging wop and
won’t have any truck with today’s music, preferring
to listen to Radio 4. After a few beers we managed
to get him bopping around to some Chuck Berry,
Elvis, Jerry Lee and Gene Vincent. The publican of
the ‘Hand and Racket’ gave him a bottle of
Southern Comfort, hastening to add, “Don’t drink it
all at once”. Old Jack even kissed the barmaid,
Medusa so we’re still waiting for him to turn to
stone.

on the wall. I told my dad, 'That looks like a pretty
good fiddle.' He said, 'OK, we're going to take it.'
So, he asked the person behind the counter the
cost of the fiddle, and it was $20. That was pretty
expensive in those days -- with $20 you could buy
a lot of groceries."
"In 1937 I bought the other fiddle that I'm using
now," he continued, jumping ahead several years.
"I put the (older) fiddle aside in the case and put it
under the bed. I had a service station with a room
in the back. I didn't check this fiddle at all, but after
awhile I happened to open the case one day and it
was all unglued. I guess the moisture on the
concrete had caused it to come to pieces.

Despite it being Christmas there is one CD that
took my eye in HMV (I’m still waiting for its return) –
The Little Milton Checker R’n’B Hits on Connoiseur
‘The Complete Checker Singles’, VSOP CD351 (24
sides) is a great sound, although the notes on the
back refer to 25 songs - take a listen to ‘I Can’t
Quit You Baby’, ‘If Walls Could Talk’ or the
evergreen ‘Who’s Cheating Who’ – well worth
adding to your collection.

"So, instead of throwing it away, I put it up in my
attic, and it stayed there until 1982. There was a
fellow I knew who had just retired, and he was
learning to make fiddles. He was a friend of Edwin
Duhon, also, and they had talked about this fiddle
being unglued. He told Edwin to bring the fiddle to
him, and he would try to put it back together. Now it
looks like a brand new factory-made fiddle."

I notice that our friends at the BBC are releasing (in
their words) ‘six deluxe box sets’ on Tony Hancock.
Every remaining radio show that still exists in the
Beeb archives and a synopsis of the ‘missing’
broadcasts (probably chucked in a skip by some
moron as is/was the case with ‘lost’ episodes of
Dad’s Army). The first three boxes, housed in small
CD inlays, are available now, the price of the first
being £47:00, the second around £29:00 and the
third around £35:00. I think I’ll keep my cassette
versions. I’ve got 40 shows on cassette as part of
the Beeb’s ‘Hancock’s Half Hour’ re-issues (get ‘em
in HMV in the comedy section) with two cassettes
containing an episode on each side.

"Jolie Blon" and many other historic Hackberry
Rambler recordings have been reissued on CD by
the Hall of Fame as part of a three-volume Cajun
anthology including Le Gran Mamou (1990), Raise
Your Window (1993) and Gran Prairie (1993).
"We came here about 15 years ago to be
interviewed," said Darbone. "We sort of became
attached to the Hall of Fame, but never thinking we
would be honoured like we've been honoured
today."

☺

☺

☺

A classic line from ‘Hancock’s Christmas’, the
scene – carol singers at his door,
Hancock “What do you want?”
“Some coppers for Christmas” is the reply.
“If you don’t push off I’ll find a few with helmets,”
replies Hancock in one of his many ‘bah, humbug’
moods (not exact but you surely get the drift).

☺

The Funkster
Well, Kats and Kittens, December has passed and
the New Year is upon us. I don’t know if 'Tales
From The Woods' is read outside of our fair country
but many countries inside the EU will now be
getting used to the Euro. I say “Keep the pound” as
it’s taken me years to get used to the change to
decimal. I stall call the 50p ‘ten bob’ and the 5p ‘a
shilling’.

Well, look forward to speaking to yas all in
February. Oh, I see that Dennis in Corrie has
popped his clogs. It must have been a strain on Dr
Dale travelling to Manchester to film his scenes
with Janis (I still say that the makeup guys did a
fantastic job Charles – if I didn’t know I would have
sworn it was someone else with the name of
Charles Dale but you can’t fool us mate) Happy
2002 everybody.

The Funkster spent Christmas in North Wales and,
despite the delay with the train service, the latest
excuse for our late arrival in Crewe from where my
connection to Llandudno Junction left, being that a
previous train had broken down. Still, I guess that
when you hear of folks being delayed for literally
hours on end, half an hour is of little consequence.
The Saturday beforehand, we held a party for the
oldest resident in the Cuttings (as we like to call
them) where plenty of good music was had. Old
Jack Lambert is now 96 – will he hang on for the
telegram from the lady at Buck House? He still
mourns the passing of Al Jolson (October 1950)

Funkster’s Files for January
January 1st 1953
Hank Williams dies in the
back seat of his Cadillac while on the way to a
show in Cantob, Ohio. Williams was only 29 and,
as an ironic twist, his last chart entry while still alive
was ‘I’ll Never Get Out Of This Alive’ (too true
chum, too true).
January 2nd 1936
Singer songwriter Roger
Miller was born in Fort Worth, Texas.
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January 10th/11th 1956 Elvis Presley in RCA
studios, Nashville recording material for his first
45/LP for the label. The first single is ‘Heartbreak
Hotel’/’I Was The One’ and the first LP is simply
entitled ‘Elvis Presley’. The first song to be
recorded is Ray Charles’ ‘I Got A Woman’.
January 15th 1973
Bob Luman in CBS
studios, Nashville cutting tracks for his next Epic LP
‘Neither One Of Us Wants To Say Goodbye’.
January 17th 1962
Charlie Rich is in Sun’s
Madison Avenue, Memphis with guitarist Scotty
Moore. He records his own ‘Midnight Blues’ and an
instrumental piece entitled ‘That’s Rich’. When this
track was eventually issued in the 70s it was
mistakenly titled ‘That’s Right’ and royalties went to
Carl Perkins as composer.
(I know what it’s like, trying to decipher some of
Bunter’s writing – H)
January 23rd 1960
Eddie Cochran at ABC
Granada studios in Manchester taping ‘Boy Meets
Girl’. Cochran sings ‘Money Honey’, ‘Have I Told
You Lately That I Love You’ and ‘Hallelujah, I Love
Her So’.
January 26th 1955
Faron Young in Castle
studios, Tulane Hotel, Nashville recording ‘Live
Fast, Die Young’ and two religious sides.
January 29th 1959
Bill Haley and the Comets
in Pythian Temple studios, New York cutting ‘I Got
A Woman’, ‘A Fool Such As I’ and ‘Be By Me’, the
latter of which doesn’t surface until the Bear
family’s vinyl box of Bill and the boys Decca
recordings in 1981.

January 5th 1923
Sun label boss/producer
Sam C Phillips was born near Florence, Alabama.
As an interesting twist, Hank Williams and Jerry
Lee sideman, Kenneth Lovelace, were also born in
Florence, Alabama)
January 8th 1935
Elvis Aaron Presley born
Tupelo, Mississippi. One of twins, his brother,
Jesse Garon, is stillborn
January 8th 1973
Rocker Jerry Lee Lewis
commences work recording material for a new
album in London at Advision Studios in Gosfield
Street W.1. The sessions are completed in three
days.
January 9th 1959
a new TV series, Rawhide,
debuts on American television. The show
introduces Clint Eastwood to viewers as Rowdy
Yates.
January 10th 1935
‘Rompin’ Ronnie Hawkins
is born in Huntsville, Madison county, Arkansas.
January 12th 1926
Country music legend Ray
Price is born in Perryville, Texas.
January 13th 1929
Wyatt Earp dies in poverty
in Los Angeles aged 81.
January 19th 1939
Phil
Everly
born
in
Chicago, later one half of famous singing duo the
Everly Brothers with sibling Donald.
January 19th 1946
Dolly Parton born in a log
cabin in the Tennessee hills. (She still carries those
hills around, doesn’t she? – H)
January 20th 1924
Otis Dewey ‘Slim’ Whitman
born in Tampa, Florida.
January 20th 1973
Jerry Lee Lewis makes his
debut on Nashville’s ‘Grand Ole Opry’. He invites
fellow performer Del Wood to play a piano duet
‘Down Yonder’ which had been a big hit for her. A
complete audiotape of the show surfaces in the
autumn of 2001.
January 22nd 1959
the place – a New York
apartment. The artist – one Charles Hardin Holley
sings and plays into a portable tape recorder, trying
out some new songs including ‘Peggy Sue Got
Married’. These are the last recordings of Holly,
nowadays referred to as ‘The Apartment Tapes’.
These are later overdubbed for release by Holly’s
producer Norman Petty.
‘Cuttin’ A Few Toons’ – studio visits for January.
Bobby Darin is in the studio in 1963 recording
material for his forthcoming album ‘You’re The
Reason I’m Living’. Much of the next 12 days sees
Darin recording material for other projects whose
titles include ‘Moon River’, ‘What Kind Of Fool Am
I’, ‘When My Baby Smiles At Me’, ‘Beautiful
Dreamer’ and ‘You’re Nobody Til Somebody Loves
You’. Unfortunately, all of these are left in the can.
January 4th 1959
Brenda Lee in Bradley’s
Barn recording an album of Tin Pan Alley
standards. When released in August it was entitled
‘Grandma, What Great Songs You Sang’ and
includes ‘Rock-A-Bye Your Baby With A Dixie
Melody’ and ‘Pretty Baby’.
January 9th/10th 1962 The Big O, Roy Orbison, in
RCA studios, Nashville recording ‘Dream Baby’,
‘Party Heart’ and ‘The Actress’.

The Funkster
☺

☺

☺

☺

The next gang meet up will be Friday 25th
January, at the Ivy House, Southampton
Row, Holborn, from 18:30 hours onwards.
Depart for a meal at approx. 20:25.

The Ivy House is approximately 150 metres
from the Tube, along Southampton Row, on
the right.
I look forward to seeing you all there and
maybe we’ll take a picture for the next issue.

☺

☺

☺

☺
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If you wish to subscribe or advertise in the
UK's fastest-growing in-house magazine,
write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
care of Keith Woods
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to
TFTW@cs.com
or
matonh.railtrack@ems.rail.co.uk

Remember - you’re only
young twice
Keith Woods
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